EVERY FRIDAY, 2PM - 5PM

Enjoy live music, your favourite DJ’s and other entertainment along with unlimited Asian deliciousness while sipping on cocktails, spirits, wines and selected beers.

HOUSE PACKAGE – AED 249
Unlimited Sharing Platters & House Beverages, Cocktails, Selected Beers & Wines

PREMIUM PACKAGE – AED 299
Unlimited Sharing Platters & Sparkling, House Beverages, Cocktails, Selected Beers & Wines

AFTER PARTY DRINKS PACKAGE – AED 149
Enjoy four selected house beverages, cocktails or wines from 5pm — 9:30pm
TO START

THAI SHRIMP CRACKERS
SAMBAL OLEK DIP

STEAMED EDAMAME BEANS
MALDON SALT FLAKES

SELECTION OF INSIDE OUT MAKI SUSHI ROLLS

CORNFED CHICKEN GYOZA
MINORI SHOYU & GINGER DIP

TO FOLLOW

KOREAN SPICY FRIED CHICKEN BAOS
PICKLED DAikon, GARLIC KEWPIE MAYO, SESAME

CARGO BEEF SLIDERS
KIMCHI SLAW, ASIAN BBQ SAUCE

WOK FIRED SALT & CHILLI CHICKEN WINGS
MIXED CAPSICUM, SPRING ONION

CONFIT DUCK SPRING ROLLS
HOI SIN DIP

DON'T RESIST ME

TO FINISH

VANILLA CHEESECAKE
MATCHA DUST

LOTUS FILLED BEIGNETS
WHITE CHOCOLATE SAUCE, SPECULOOS CRUMBLE
VEGETARIAN MENU

ONLY AVAILABLE WHEN BOOKED IN ADVANCE

TASTYlicious

TO START
VEGAN “SHRIMP” CRACKERS
SAMBAL OELEK DIP
STEAMED EDAMAME BEANS
Maldon Salt Flakes
SELECTION OF VEG INSIDE OUT MAKI SUSHI ROLLS
STEAMED VEGETARIAN STUFFED BUNS

TO FOLLOW
KOREAN SPICY FRIED OYSTER MUSHROOM BAOS
Pickled Daikon, Garlic Kewpie Mayo, Sesame
MISO SWEET POTATO GYOZA
Minori Shoyu & Ginger Dip
WOK FIRED SALT & CHILLI CRISPY TOFU
Mixed Capsicum, Spring Onion
CONFIT DUCK SPRING ROLLS
Hoi Sin Dip

DON'T RESIST me

SWEETS [FOR MY] sweet

TO FINISH
VANILLA CHEESECAKE
Matcha Dust
LOTUS FILLED BEIGNETS
White Chocolate Sauce, Speculoos Crumble

KOREAN SPICY FRIED OYSTER MUSHROOM BAOS
Pickled Daikon, Garlic Kewpie Mayo, Sesame
MISO SWEET POTATO GYOZA
Minori Shoyu & Ginger Dip
WOK FIRED SALT & CHILLI CRISPY TOFU
Mixed Capsicum, Spring Onion
CONFIT DUCK SPRING ROLLS
Hoi Sin Dip

VANILLA CHEESECAKE
Matcha Dust
LOTUS FILLED BEIGNETS
White Chocolate Sauce, Speculoos Crumble

VEGETARIAN MENU

ONLY AVAILABLE WHEN BOOKED IN ADVANCE
WELCOME DRINK
MELON VERDE - CARRIBEAN - TROPICAL BREEZE

DRAUGHT BEER
LOWENBERG, CARLSBERG

BOTTLE BEER
CHANG

COCKTAIL PUNCH
GIN PUNCH - RUM PUNCH - RED SANGRIA

FROZEN MARGARITAS
FLAVOURED MARGARITA
MAKE YOUR OWN FROZEN MARGARITAS
WITH FRUITS GARNISH AND SOME CANDY TOPINGS

SPIRITS
VODKA - STOLICHNAYA
RUM - MATUSALEM PLATINO
GIN - TANQUERAY
WHISKEY - JW RED LABEL

WINE
HOUSE RED WINE
HOUSE WHITE WINE
HOUSE ROSE WINE

PREMIUM PACKAGE ONLY
PROSECCO